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Quantum entanglement
Quantum entanglement: quantum par/cles can be correlated in ways that do 
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1. Outcomes of measurements performed on two 
distant entangled par/cles are random.

2. Nevertheless, the coincide, no maJer the 
distance between the two par/cles.
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not have a classical analogue.

1. Outcomes of measurements performed on two 
distant entangled par/cles are random.
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distance between the two par/cles.
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If a “quantum” effect can be explained with ping-pong balls, then the effect is no 
quantum. 

OR

If one observer knows the colour of the ball, the colour of the other ball is 
immediately determined.



The ping-pong ball test
If a “quantum” effect can be explained with ping-pong balls, then the effect is no 
quantum. 

OR

If one observer knows the colour of the ball, the colour of the other ball is 
immediately determined.

He does not 
play dice!

The main difference is that in 
quantum theory the properties 
(colours) of the particles are not 
predetermined, the theory does not 
explain the experiment as a 
combination of situations with 
deterministic assignments. 
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Bell’s Theorem: a bit of history

The EPR article suggested that quantum physics was an incomplete 
theory: it proposed the existence of a “better”, more complete theory 
making the same predictions as quantum physics. 

This theory must satisfy the principles of “locality” and “realism”, which 
are expected to be satisfied by any reasonable physical theory. 

Bell’s Theorem implies that an EPR model is unable to reproduce all the 
correlations observed when measuring (entangled) quantum particles. 
That is, it proves the incompatibility between EPR models satisfying 
locality and realism and quantum physics.

The experimental demonstration of Bell’s Theorem proved that EPR 
models cannot explain all correlations observed in nature.
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Correla:ons and causality

It can be argued that the main scien/fic ques/on in any scien/fic discipline is to 
understand which causes are behind some observed correla/ons: 

if an observer performs an ac/on in a given loca/on at a given moment in /me, 
how will this affect ac/ons in another point in space-/me?

a

x

b

y
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Correla:ons and causality
Causality is the main concept behind this idea: correlations cry out for explanations!

If one observes correla/ons between two events, A and B, there are two 
possible explana/ons:

1. One event caused the other:

2. The correla/ons have a common cause:

A B

A B

λ
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Natural language to represent physical experiments.
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Causality constraints
The causal connections impose constraints on the observed statistics.
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The Bell scenario

• A source prepares two systems (particles) and distributes them to two 
distant observers, Alice and Bob.

• The two distant observers apply measurements to each particle. The 
choices of measurements are labeled by x and y and the outputs by a and b.

• We have not specified anything in the experiment: whether the particles 
are quantum, whether they have a given energy,… NOTHING. We just 
provide labels to the actions in the experiment. The language so far is 
theory independent.
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the experiment



The Bell scenario

Source

x

a

y

b

Alice Bob

𝜆A B

X Y

Experimental realiza/on of the 
causal model
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Outputs observed at a given point in space-/me are defined by determinis)c 
func/ons of their causes.



Deterministic causal models

𝜆A B

Z

C

X Y

𝜇

Outputs observed at a given point in space-/me are defined by determinis)c 
func/ons of their causes. Example:

𝑃 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐|𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 = -𝑑𝜆𝑑𝜇𝐷# 𝑎|𝑥, 𝜆 𝐷$ 𝑏|𝑦, 𝜆, 𝜇 𝐷% 𝑐|𝑧, 𝜇
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Bell inequalities

𝜆A B

X Y𝑃 𝑎, 𝑏|𝑥, 𝑦 = 2𝑑𝜆𝐷# 𝑎|𝑥, 𝜆 𝐷$ 𝑏|𝑦, 𝜆

• Bell inequali/es are inequali/es constructed from linear combina/on of the 
observed sta/s/cs which are sa/sfied by classical correla/ons:

• No quantum law is used in the previous discussion. Bell inequali/es have nothing 
to do with quantum physics. But they are sa/sfied by classical EPR models.

+
&,",(,)

𝑐&,",(,)𝑃 𝑎, 𝑏|𝑥, 𝑦 ≤ 𝛽*



Example: CHSH Bell inequality
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x = 1,2

a = +1,-1

CHSH = Clauser Horne Shimony Holt

John Clauser
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Example: CHSH Bell inequality

Source

◻A=◻ B ◻ A=△ B     △ A =◻ B        △ A ≠△ B

𝐶𝐻𝑆𝐻 = 𝑃 𝐴+ = 𝐵+ + 𝑃 𝐴+ = 𝐵, + 𝑃 𝐴, = 𝐵+ + 𝑃 𝐴, ≠ 𝐵, ≤ 3

◻ B=△ B

△ A =△ B Contradic)on!!

x = ◻,△ 

a = ●,●

y =  ◻,△

b = ●,●
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And now, finally, quantum physics come into play because…

Measurements on correlated quantum parIcles 
may violate a Bell inequality!!



Quantum Bell inequality viola7on
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Quantum Bell inequality viola7on

Source

x = 1,2

a = +1,-1

A2

A1

B1
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Classical values are now replaced by operators.
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Quantum Bell inequality viola7on

Source

x = 1,2

a = +1,-1

𝐶𝐻𝑆𝐻 = 𝑃 𝐴+ = 𝐵+ + 𝑃 𝐴+ = 𝐵, + 𝑃 𝐴, = 𝐵+ + 𝑃 𝐴, ≠ 𝐵,
= 2 + 2 ≈ 𝟑. 𝟒 > 𝟑!!

y =  1,2

b = +1,-1

He plays
dice!!

Quantum correla/ons cannot be 
explained by determinis/c models 
sa/sfying the experimental 
causality constraints.



Quantum causality
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Bell experiments

Entanglement can be observed between any pair of quantum par/cles.

If the goal is to send these par/cles to two distant places, beJer use quanta of 
light → entangled photons.



First Bell experiments

John Clauser
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Alain Aspect



Experimental quantum teleporta7on

Anton Zeilinger
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Bell experiments

𝜆A B

X Y

O_en space-like considera/ons are used to exclude non-wanted causal 
connec/ons. 
IMO: not necessarily stronger than other type of considera/ons. Example: choose 
the seangs in a Bell test with TwiJer and the Valladolid phone book.
There are many ways of excluding causal constraints, none with 100% confidence.
Recall that this possible extra causal links do not lead to “no/ceable” effects.

The setup should enforced the constraints of the causal network.



Let’s stop for a while…

• If you are not surprised by this result, my talk is a failure.

• Bell inequality viola/on is the phenomenon where quantum physics more radically 
departs from our classical intui/on.

• Bell inequality viola/ons have been observed in many labs: it is confirmed that EPR 
classical models cannot explain nature.

• Can we use this phenomenon for something?



Novel informa/on applica/ons become possible thanks to quantum effects, 
e.g. more powerful computers and secure cryptography.

Change of paradigm: physics ma3ers!

What happens when we encode informa/on on quantum par/cles?

Quantum Informa:on Theory



Novel informa/on applica/ons become possible thanks to quantum effects, 
e.g. more powerful computers and secure cryptography.

Change of paradigm: physics ma3ers!

What happens when we encode informa/on on quantum par/cles?

Quantum Informa:on Theory

Yet, the role of Bell nonlocality in standard quantum informa/on theory is 
quite marginal.



Quantum Computer

Quantum informa:on technologies

Quantum Simulator

Quantum Cryptography QRNG



Is this a quantum computer?

Quantum cer:fica:on

Does this properly simulate 
a quantum system?

Is this cryptographically secure? Is this quantum random?





Can one cer/fy the presence of (quantum) randomness?



How can one cer/fy a quantum device from its outputs?



From cer:fica:on to Bell theorem
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From cer:fica:on to Bell theorem

y=1,…,m

a=1,…,r b=1,…,r

x=1,…,m

Alice Bob

Source

𝑝 𝑎𝑏|𝑥𝑦

This is nothing but a Bell test, in which local measurements are performed on two 
separated systems, prepared by the source.



One of the main lessons of Bell theorem
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The sta/s/cs of an experiment, a.k.a. correla/ons, depends on the physical 
proper/es of the measured systems.



One of the main lessons of Bell theorem

The sta/s/cs of an experiment, a.k.a. correla/ons, depends on the physical 
proper/es of the measured systems.

The observa)on of a Bell viola)on cer)fied that Alice and Bob have quantum 
(entangled) devices.

y=1,…,m

a=1,…,r b=1,…,r

x=1,…,m

Alice Bob

Source

𝑝 𝑎𝑏|𝑥𝑦



Bell cer:fied QRNG



Problem 1: cer:fica:on

• Good randomness is usually verified by a series of sta/s/cal tests.

• There exist chao/c systems, of determinis/c nature, that pass all exis/ng 
randomness tests.

• Do these tests really cer/fy the presence of randomness? It is well known 
that no finite set of tests can do it.

• Do these tests cer/fy any form of quantum randomness? Classical 
systems pass them!



RANDU
RANDU is an infamous linear congruen/al pseudorandom number generator of the 
Park–Miller type, which has been used since the 1960s.

Three-dimensional plot of 100,000 values generated with RANDU. Each point 
represents 3 subsequent pseudorandom values. It is clearly seen that the points 
fall in 15 two-dimensional planes.



Problem 2: privacy



The memory-s:ck aRack

50%

50%

T

R .
.
.

Classical 
Memory

The provider has access to a proper RNG. The provider uses it to generate a 
long sequence of good random numbers, stores them into a memory s/ck
and sells it as a proper RNG to the user. The numbers generated by the user 
look random.  However, they can be perfectly predicted by the adversary

𝑟!
𝑟"

𝑟#

𝑟! 𝑟" … 𝑟#
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Defini:on of randomness

bi

EveUser

N bits are perfectly random if they are unpredictable, not only to the user of the 
device, but to any observer.

This defini/on is sa/sfactory both from a fundamental and applied perspec/ve.

• From a fundamental perspec/ve it is difficult to argue that a process is random 
if there could exist an observer able to predict its outcomes.

• From a prac/cal perspec/ve, by demanding that the results should look random 
to any observer, the generated randomness is guaranteed to be private.





Can the presence of randomness be guaranteed by any physical mechanism?



Quantum Bell viola:on

• Bell inequali/es are condi/ons sa/sfied by classical models in which 
measurement outputs are pre-determined.

• Correla/ons observed when measuring entangled states may lead to a viola/on 
of Bell inequality and, therefore, do not have a classical counterpart. These 
correla/ons are usually called non-local.

• If some observed correla/ons violate a Bell inequality, the outcomes could not 
have pre-determined in advance è They are random.

• If some observed correla/ons violate a Bell inequality, they cannot be 
reproduced classically  è The devices are quantum.



Cer:fied randomness
y

a b

x

e=a?

z

Eve

Observer

Ask the provider not one but two devices. If a Bell inequality viola/on is 
observed, the outputs contain some randomness. 
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Cer:fied randomness
y

a b

x

e=a?

z

Eve

Observer

Ask the provider not one but two devices. If a Bell inequality viola/on is 
observed, the outputs contain some randomness. 
The cer/fica/on is device-independent, in the sense that it does not rely on 
any assump/on on the internal working of the device.

𝑃 𝑎, 𝑏|𝑥, 𝑦



Cer:fied randomness
The randomness in the outputs can be es/mated from the amount of Bell viola/on. 
At no viola/on, there is no randomness. One random bit at maximal viola/on.



Cer:fied randomness

This region is impossible 
within quantum physics. 
The cer/fied randomness 
is not a consequence of 
ignorance! 

The randomness in the outputs can be es/mated from the amount of Bell viola/on. 
At no viola/on, there is no randomness. One random bit at maximal viola/on.



A quantum informa:on theory 
based solely on Bell nonlocality?



DI quantum informa7on processing
Develop a new form of quantum informa)on theory in a scenario where the 
users’ devices are just seen as (quantum) black boxes processing classical 
informa/on. The resul/ng protocols have self-cer)fica)on.

xN = 1,…,m

a1 = 1,…,r aN = 1,…,r

x1 = 1,…,m

ai = 1,…,r

xi = 1,…,m

… …

Observed sta/s/cs

𝑝 𝑎L…𝑎M|𝑥L…𝑥M



DI quantum informa7on processing

xN = 1,…,m

a1 = 1,…,r aN = 1,…,r

x1 = 1,…,m

ai = 1,…,r

xi = 1,…,m

… …

Observed sta/s/cs

𝑝 𝑎L…𝑎M|𝑥L…𝑥M

Clearly, if some correlaPons are local è they can be reproduced classically 
è no improvement can be expected over classical informaPon theory.

Bell nonlocality is a necessary condi4on for any task in this scenario.
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• If some observed correla/ons violate a Bell inequality, they cannot be reproduced 
classically  è The devices are quantum.

• A novel type of quantum informa/on theory, known as device-independent quantum 
informa/on processing, is possible when using quantum Bell nonlocality.

• The implementa/on of device-independent protocols is experimentally challenging, 
but appears feasible with near-future quantum technologies.


